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Neopets lunar temple puzzle

Posted February 10, 2010 - 11:37 AM Install this Greasemonkey script, and the answer will appear before your eyes.// 'UserScript' // @name Lunar Temple Solver // @namespace // @description solves the lunar temple every day // @include // '/UserScript' //Check the annoying hiccup of the server before
taking the trouble to make other variables var strHTML var i - 0; var Moon - 0; for (i.e., i-360;i) - if (strHTML.indexOfI - I Moon - Moon - Math.round (i/22.5); if (i-186) - Moon - 7 - other Moon Moon - 9 - Moon angle - i - Corresponding Moon Moon - Http://www.neocodex.us); Posted February 10, 2010 - 11:44
AM Is there a reason why you used a loop rather than just manipulating the strings to find value? Posted February 10, 2010 - 11:45 AM Is there a reason why you used a loop rather than just manipulating the strings to find value? Nope Posted February 10, 2010 - 01:04 PM Do people really have
problems with this? It's easy for me to guess. Posted 10 February 2010 - 02:56 PM There is a legitimate trick for the puzzle. It's easy. I've had it before / Posted February 10, 2010 - 4:29 PM There's a legitimate trick for the puzzle. It's easy. I got it before/I've had Nilakantha in my bookmarks for years. I
don't see how people can't find a guide or javascript/userscript ( unless they need the help of lmgtfy. Posted February 10, 2010 - 05:34 PM I mean, tdn has a guide that shows you how to view the source code. There's also something using xhtml or idk involving the wheel of monotony that lets you see
what your price is before turning Posted February 10, 2010 - 08:43 PM All you get from this is like eggrolls worth 5np and something ever good? Posted February 10, 2010 - 08:47 PM Everything you get from what's like eggrolls worth 5np' Something ever good? Self-satisfaction and feeling a job well
done. Posted February 11, 2010 - 06:39 AM It's pretty useless, but if you just google Lunar puzzle then you'll find it. This is something to do with viewing the page source and finding a number and doing some calculations from there. Posted February 11, 2010 - 06:51 AM It's just to save you the effort to
look for it It's nothing special xD posted 11 February 2010 - 07:49 AM Oh, sorry that came out wrong, I didn't mean this thread when I said useless. I meant the prices you get from the stupid lunar challenge, they are all completely useless as I know of as it is. What is the Lunar Temple? On February 16,
2007, the first Shenkuu Lunar Festival was held. With this festival there was also the inauguration of the Lunar Temple. In this temple lives an old wise Gnorbu, who observes the movement of the globes, and follows them here on his map in order to maintain the official official moon for Shenkuu. The
Gnorbu loves to play games, and will challenge you once a day to test your skills to accurately follow the movement of the kreludor moon. The challenge What should you do in this challenge posed by the Gnorbu? The Gnorbu will draw Kreludor and Neopia on his canvas. Based on these positions, you
will be able to calculate which phase of Kreludor would most likely be seen from Neopia. An example of the canvas is shown below: This is just an example of canvas, yours will most likely be different, and it will change every day as well. You can choose 16 different phases for the moon Kreludor will look
like from a Neopia point of view. These are shown below: Choose your answer How on earth should you know what Neopia's moon looks like? Science is so dazzling and complicated! Don't worry; there is a very simple way to find the answer. First, go to the page with the puzzle you need to do, you can
do it by clicking here. Now you have to see the source of the page with the actual puzzle on it. The first page where you go when you go to the temple is not the same as the puzzle page. So make sure before you see the source that you are on the right page, you need to see the source of the page that
has the options to choose which moon you want. There are two ways to open the source, whichever source you use is yours. You can either click right on the background of the page and choose View Source, or go see the menu and then choose View Source. Note: If this doesn't work for you, it's
suggested to delete your temporary Internet files and restart your computer. Now that you're in the source screen of the page tap CTRL-F on your keyboard (or Edit, Search in the menu), a search window will appear. In this window you have to enter (you can copy and paste this): kreludor Now you will get
a line that looks like this: The number behind the word Kreludor is the one you need, you can ignore all the other things. Now you have to copy the value in the next field and press calculate: Moon Calculator 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 8 10 11 11 12 13 14 15 16 The moon with the border is the right phase to meet on
the page, in order to receive your reward! Alternatively, you can click on the link below to show the lunar table, so you can search for the right moon yourself. Click here to hide the lunar table Source Lunar Moon Number 0 - 11.24 9 11.25 - 33.74 10 33.75 - 56.24 11 56.56.25 - 78.74 12 78.75 - 10 1.24 13
101.25 - 123.74 14 123.75 146.24 15 146.25 - 168.74 16 168.75 - 191.24 168.75 1 191 ,25 - 213.74 2,213.75 - 236.24 3,236.25 - 258.74 4,258.75 - 281.24 5,281.25 - 281.25 303.74 6 303.75 - 326.24 7 326.25 - 348.74 8 348.75 - 360 9 Rewards Below you can see the items you might receive if you give
the Gnorbu the correct answer to its sound Have you received an item not listed here? Please let us know. If you fill in the wrong answer, you won't go home empty-handed! You will receive one of the following. Have you received an item not listed here? Please let us know. Ask a question, post a review
or report the script. 'UserScript' // @name Shenkuu Lunar Temple Solver // @namespace neopets // @version 1.2 // @description Auto Solver // @author EatWoolooAsMutton // @match // @grant none // '/UserScript' consst d' document; .html .html; if (html.includes (Please try again tomorrow) -
console.log (Come back after 12pm NST!); false return; At const angle - html.match (/angleKreludor)/[1]; const angleList - [0, 12, 34, 57, 79, 102, 124, 147, 169, 192, 214, 237, 259, 282, 304, 327, 349, 361]; let it answer - zero; for (var i - 0; i -lt; angleList.length; i-) -if (i-lt;- 7) -if (angle -angleList[i] - angle -
and angleList[i -1]) - console.log (2nd row, - i - 1) - from left to right Answers - i-8; pause; If not if (i'm 15) - if (angleList[i] - angle -angleList[i- 1]) - console.log (1st row, - (i - 7) - left to right ); answer - i - 8; pause; If not if (i'mt; 17) - console.log (2nd row, #1 left); answer -8; pause; let $answer - $
(input[onclick'this..submit();']). eq (response); $answer.parent().css (#00ffbf, border-style: solid, border-color: #00ff00); The Lunar Temple of Shenkuu is a daily game that consists of following the movement of Kreludor and calculating the phase of the moon according to the map of the stars given in the
puzzle. You can play this puzzle once a day by selecting one of the moon phases at the bottom of the page. Keep in mind, once you select a phase, the self-submitting puzzle so don't click on a phase until you're ready. To get to the Shenkuu lunar puzzle, click here. Shenkuu Lunar Temple Cheats Finding
the measurement of the angle of the moon involves looking through the source code of the page. There are two ways to open the source code. Either click on a blank area of the page and tap Ctrl-U on your keyboard or click right on a blank area of the page and select the option See the source of the
page. The next step is to search for Kreludor. Use Ctrl - F open the search bar on the source code page and search until you find the line of code that looks like this: angleNeopia-38-angleKreludor-30-viewID-2. The number you want to take note is immediately after Kreludor so in this the number would be
30. From there, the rest is easy. Using your number from the first step, you will need to use the graph below to help decipher what phase is the answer to your puzzle. In the table, the Kreludor angle is the number of the first step, say 30 and moon phase indicates the number attached to the moon phases
below. In case, with a Kreludor angle of 30, the phase of the Moon would be 2. The Kreludor Angle Moon Phase 0 - 11 1 12 - 33 2 34 - 56 3 57 - 78 4 79 - 101 5 102 - 123 6 124 - 146 7 147 - 168 8 169 - 191 9 192 213 10 214 - 236 11 237 - 258 12 259 - 281 13 282 - 303 14 304 - 326 15 327 - 348 16
349 - 360 1 Price If you have correctly calculated the angle , then you will be given a main prize. If you have not calculated the correct angle, then you will be given a consolation prize. Some of the awards are rare and exclusive on a daily basis, such as the Pygui, and others are common and can be
found elsewhere, such as Moon and Stars Background. Main Awards Black Cherry Tea Blue Moon Petpet Bed Golden Moon Comb Green Tea Custard Lotus Leaves Lunar Astrolabe Lunar Cape Lunar Chart Lunar Temple Background Mint Rolls Moon and Star Stickies Moon and Stars Background Moon
Crunch Moon Dust Scroll Moon Orb Moon Paving Stone Moon Moonlit Moonlit Esophagor Paper Stamp Star Phases of the Moon Pygui Syzzy Moon Consolation Comb Prizes Shenkuu Sushi Roll Magnet Magnet
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